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ABSTRACT
The basic communication skills of prospective

teachers at the University of Georgia were assesses with knowledge
aid performance instruments. The knowledge instrument was a criterion
referenced test in communicative arts 4logical reasoning, library
research, composition, language, communications walla and careers,
literaturee reading, ,and oral communicationi.'The performanCe
measures included teaching plans and materials classroom procedures,
aid interpersonal skills. Other data, such as the National Teacher
Examination (NTE) scores and ratings by cooperating teachers or
university supervisors, were also collected. The iata show the
general estimates of the interns' ability to write but not of their
ability to teach writing. These.correlations also show that commonly
used obiective measures like the STE or criterion referenced tests
follow the same,pattern. In comparing these results with assessment
results from tirb other states, four conclusions can be drawn: (1)

teacher candidates are being checked for basic s4lls, (2) the'

primary mode for checking their writing tea dirlitt measure of
writing, (3) most English teacher candidates pass these writing

*tests, and (4) assessments of the writing skill of prospective
teachers might identify their writing ability, but-not their ability
to teach writing: (HOD)
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Our interest in the basic communication skills of prospective teachersni

stems from our involt,ement in the development and use of two assessment

instruments in Georgia. (Inc Lome, from a set of knowledge instruments that

includes more than twent. t4hing fields. It is a criterion referen(cd to

in Communicative Arts (CRT-GA) covering eight areas: logical rea,ohinF,

,library research, composition, language, communications media and career-,

I., litetature, reading, and oral communications

for
1
first time certification in'English.

.. The second Georgia assessment instrument is actually a collection of

Aehree performance instruments -- Teaching Plans and Materials, Classroom

ItProce ures, and Interpersonal Skirls. The instruments are, in fact, rating

Passing this test 1,, rigutred

forms for forty-five teaching behaviors (indicators) grouped under -fourteen

teac'r competencies such as "uses a variety of teaching methods" and

"manages classroom interactions." Together'theY are called the Teachki

Performance Assessment Instruments (TPAI).

Both the knowledge and the performance instruments were used with UW

English interns for the 1979-80 school Year. We also collected other data

such as National Teacher ENaminations (NTE)scores and teacher or'university

supervisor ratings. From all these data .sources,
weivrw/

,-014qted

all scores that relate to UGA prospective English teachers' knowledge,af

composition as well as to their skill in writing.
1

Relationships among these

111 data are summarized below. They are then comparedwitil other assettsment

)7% results from Pennsylvania and South Carolina.

Imselecting data from the study described above, we chOse to Use as

criterion measures two supervisor ratings.7one of the prospective teachers',

*Unless otherwise noted, al'_ background information In this repo t com4s from
this UGAlbsource.
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writinglskill and one of theV ability to teach writing. We made this thole

principally because, in the

related more than any other predictor with bucccssful tLIchirml p(rt,t,,,Lbe as

,

indicated by the TrAl.
)

iously cited stud\, supervisor ratio Cot-

The correlations reported in Table 1 are between four measure. related

td writing and the two criteria (supervisor ratings) already mentioned. The

first writing measure, the NTE English Expression test, is gni» (Jut part of

the general or common e*amination. It is a multiple choice test of 'English

usage and)effadtiveness.of expression. The .51 correlation indicate, at lea,t

a moderate association betweed this subtest of the NTE and the universit

superivsors' estimate of the interns' writing s15.111. The .32 corrtlatibn for

the same NTE subtest and the supervisors' estimate of the interns' ahilit tu

teach writing implies a positive but not strong association for the two

variables. If the judgment of the,university supervisor (field center director)

is taRen as a criterion for the prospective English teacher's' writine

or ability to teach writing, then the "English Expression" score from tilt:

NTE is a relativel) weak predictor and certainly not a substitute for the

supervisor's judgment.

Much of the same story applies to the second variable listed in Table 1,

the NTE "English" option or area test score. Correlations of .51 and .40

parallel the .31 and .32 for the NTE English expression score--a minor nyedit-

tion but no substitute.

According to the Ge'rgia Department of Education (DOE) the "composition"

section of the Georgia CRT in communipive arts is only a test of knowledge

about composition and the teaching of composition, not an estimate of the ability
A

to teach writing. In a sense, then, the correlations in Table 1 confirm this

DOE Contention. The coefficiesys, .58 retween the CRT composition section and

the supervisor's rating of writing abillity and .09 between the CR composition

4. 411

section and the supervisor's rating of the ability to teach writing, uggest

A
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TABLE 1

CorralatiOrs Amorl, 1973.50 VGA 'internal Writing, Lomas

(N-30)

'sM"hrsIr

Related Measures

NTE Eng Expression,

Wrirrng

.51*

TeacWlns Writing

-NTE Ens. Option .51'
1011

CRC Lempostion .58*4 09

General Teachins Ability .63* :49 *

TABLE 2

Correlations Mons 1980-81 UGA Interns' Writ ins hoar-E.,.

(N=10)

Related Measures 1..frit Teachins_Wr trine,

'CRT Composition 12 06

t ins( Sample. 2.7

(Analytic)

Writtnp Samples ,82* 26
(Primary tralt)//P-

CeneraNZe,yhins Ability B5* 55

TABLE 3

USG ScreeninE Test Results

Remediat ton'

Cand\teates Tas< Fail Pass Pawl_.. _

- Number 329 .236 -93 67 21

(Perrentiige) (72) (28) (72) (28)

*Significant, at least, at the 05 level. 4
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a distinct difference between the two abilities. Further, the predictive

power of the composition section parallels that of the entire CRT, with at

least moderate assbciations existing between it and other knowledge tests

like the NTE (or grades) but virtually none between it and the afeLtlyt

teaching behaviors identified by the TPAI.

,Each,of the three Objective tests identified so far are limited In their

ability to predict supervisors' ratings of writing ability and teaching aL111t

The two parts of the NTE show minimumassociations, .32/land .40, and the Leon/ia

CRT composition score shows essentially no correlation at all (.09). Fhe

fourthmedsure chetked.The supervisor's overall rating, offers the strongest

predict' e power, .63 with writing ability and .49 with the ability to teach

i dwritin Perhaps this association results from some sort of "halo" fcct;r

that is the supervisor's general estimate of the intern's abilitik_s lufluen.

his/her estimate of particular abilities like writing or the teaching of

writing. On the other nand, the influence may be in the reverse direction,

from writing abilities to general abilities.

If, then, \he Correlated supervisors' ratings are all suspect and the

objective measures are weak in prediction, what about another possibilit', rated

writing samples. This past fall, a relatively small population (10 interns) was

asked to provide one descriptive paper, a short assignment to compare two)

schools visited for observations, As a sample ofitheir ability tb write. We then

compared...Modified analytic and primary trait ratings two raters achieved 90"

agreement within one score point) with supervisors/ ratings of writing abilit,

and the ability to teach writing. We also checked the level of correlation

betwgen the interns' scores on the CRT tomoositiqn test and their ratings by

supervisors. The correlations listed in Table 2 eveal the results of these

comparisons.

Both of the writing sample ratings, analytic and primary trait, are sig-

nificantly correlated (.76 and .82) with supervisors' ratings of the interns'



ability to write and thLr bilitv to teach writing Also, supervisors'

ratings of general ability teach are similarly correlated at 85 On the.

other hand, these same predictors ,(rated writing samples and ratings ub general

teaching ability) do not significantly correlate with estimates 111 tho ahilit,

/
to teach writing. Nor, for this small sample, do CRT composition scorts aorrtlit,

with estimates of the abilities to write or to teach writing.
ft

In summary, genera). estimates of teaching ability and rated writing sampla

converge to predict (.63, 1,76, and .82) supervisors' estimates of the intern,'

ability to write but not of thel'i- ability to teach writing. In short, :aper-

'

visors can.more easily identify good writers than the ui hihoolott

of writtng. The. e «arc( a1-o slg,, at le ist r rgi t, to

used ob-avtive -to -1,ures likc tm u r th( folic', Oa 1
Ott "1( '-'

MC11.11TCS el( k Hit s)od wntcrs it tf r train c identify god tea,hsrti I writ LI.

I

As part ofiits dee_lopfng program in sccnndara education in 180-, Pc-nn

State used a modified holistic rating ssstom to assess the ?writing still of all

its prospective teachers ineflya pubj.ect areas Cuelish, mathemaisc.t. LL1(11(

.4. social studies, and foreign language- English, science, and foreio JInguace

teacher,candidates scored equally and a little higher than the social

studies and mathematics teachers
2

As yet, no pass-fail rate have betn re-

ported, but results confirm that not all prospective teachers are ;Ilike in

their writing ability.

Much the same scory is reported for the University of Pittsburgh, ccaept

that the English teacher candidates scored slightly higher than all the other
4.

on the College English Placement fest.
3

A 1979 teacher education Wand certification law in South Carolina requires

training institutions to screen teacher education applicants in the ba?ic skill

areas of reading, Mathematics, and writing. Duringjhe 1978-79 year, the

vet*ity of South Carolina (US() initiated screening tests and remedial'in,,trut-

tion in these three area The numbers in Table 3 reveal the experience rsc

X
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had. Initially, h.A passed; then, with remediation, 72% of the first failures ,

passed on the. second or third trials. Therefore, in the end 92% passed. The

criterion USC used'was the mean of seventeen Near-olds in the .ample of the

National Assessment of Educational Progrenc:.
4

The writing test, composed of several different assignments, included a

persuasive, an explanatory, and a descriptive task. The writtempapers.

ters, etc. were rated holistically, analytically, and according to prArtart

traits. Of the 28% tato did not meet the' mean seventeen Year-old cutoffutoff ',core,

18% came in the afea of writing. Oply 2% failed to make.;the cutoff score in

reading.

For those who did fail, counseling and remedial assistance were available

in the College of Education and, for writing, there was 'also a writing labora-

tory in the University English department. The remediation irogram has b.An

0
relatively successful, particulaflv for helping minority candidates overcome

the difficulties sometimes encountered with objective, standardized tests.

. In the original' testing about two-thirds of the white students and one-third

of the bl %ck students passed; and then, on the retest, 74% of the white students

passed and 55" /."of the black students passed

Several conclusions that can be drawn from the experience of Ctese four

state universities are, first, that teacher candidates are certainly being
4

checked for basic skills and, second, that the primary mode for checking on

wri ing is a direct *leasure of writing. A third conclusion IS that most, but

no all, English teacher candidates. pass these writing tests. And, finli11%,,

assessments of the writing skill of ,prospective teachers might Aliened, then

writing ability but not their ability to teach writing.
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